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Optically detected electron paramagnetic resonance by microwave
modulated magnetic circular dichroism
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Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! can be detected optically, with a laser beam propagating
perpendicular to the static magnetic field. As in conventional EPR, excitation uses a resonant
microwave field. The detection process can be interpreted as coherent Raman scattering or as a
modulation of the laser beam by the circular dichroism of the sample oscillating at the microwave
frequency. The latter model suggests that the signal should show the same dependence on the optical
wavelength as the MCD signal. We check this for two different samples@cytochromec-551, a
metalloprotein, and ruby (Cr31:Al 2O3)#. In both cases, the observed wavelength dependence is
almost identical to that of the MCD signal. A quantitative estimate of the amplitude of the optically
detected EPR signal from the MCD also shows good agreement with the experimental results.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00842-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! spectroscopy mea
sures the difference between the absorption of left and r
circularly polarized light induced by a magnetic field alo
the direction of propagation of the light.1,2 The major contri-
bution to the MCD signal at cryogenic temperatures ari
from a thermal population difference between the Zeem
components of the groundstate. The MCD signal is in
linear limit therefore proportional to the magnetization co
ponent along the static magnetic field.

The MCD signal can also be used to detect microwa
resonances in the ground level. In this form of ODMR sp
troscopy a microwave field partially saturates the spin tr
sition and disturbs the equilibrium magnetization while t
change of MCD is monitored at a fixed optical wavelength
a function of the magnetic field. This technique can be u
to measure spin-lattice relaxation3–5 or to distinguish para-
magnetic centers with different optical absorption bands6–8

In addition, in samples such as frozen aqueous solution
metalloproteins, where the molecules are randomly ori
tated, information about the relative orientations of magne
and optical axes can be obtained.6

A different approach to optically detected electron pa
magnetic resonance~ODEPR! uses coherent Rama
scattering.9,10 This technique detects thetransversecompo-
nent of the precessing magnetization in analogy to a conv
tional EPR experiment. Transitions of the electron spin
excited with a microwave field perpendicular to the sta
magnetic field. The transverse magnetization gives rise
coherent Raman scattering of a laser beam interacting
the paramagnetic center. The scattered Raman radiation
be detected by separating it from the incident laser radia
with a Fabry–Perot interferometer11,12 or by optical hetero-
dyne detection.13
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As an alternative to the coherent Raman picture, t
experiment can also be considered as a measurement
oscillating circular dichroism induced by the precessi
transverse magnetization of the electron spin.14–16 A circu-
larly polarized light beam is thus amplitude modulated at
microwave frequency. It is the purpose of this paper to d
cuss the implications of this model and to assess its vali
by comparing experimental results from two prototypic
systems; a frozen, aqueous solution of the metalloprotein
tochromec-551, and a single crystal of ruby (Cr31:Al 2O3).
In particular, the MCD picture of ODEPR implies that th
dependence of the signal on the optical wavelength sho
mirror the MCD spectrum, which often shows a characte
tic wavelength dependence.

II. THEORY

We consider a paramagnetic material, which is placed
a large static magnetic field oriented along thez-direction. In
thermal equilibrium, the sample contains a magnetizationMz

along the magnetic field direction. As is well known fro
conventional magnetic resonance, a microwave field app
close to a paramagnetic resonance excites a transverse
ponent of the magnetization. The component oscillating
phase with the driving microwave field is referred to as t
dispersion component, while the absorption component
pears in quadrature phase. If the phenomenological Bl
equations are applicable, the absorption component reach
maximum at the resonance condition. In the absence of s
ration, it becomes

Mxy5vRabiT2Mz , ~1!

where vRabi is the Rabi frequency,T2 the phase memory
time, and Mz the longitudinal magnetization.Mxy also
equals the peak-to-peak value of the dispersion compon
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The conventional MCD signalDAz , the differential ab-
sorption between left and right circularly polarized light,
proportional to the static magnetization along the field dir
tion. The experimental configuration for a MCD experime
is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~b! shows the correspond
ing geometry for the transverse ODEPR experiment; the
ser beam propagates perpendicular to the magnetic field
assume here, that the transverse MCD along the laser b
direction is proportional to the transverse componentMxy of
the magnetization and that the proportionality factor is
same as in the case of longitudinal MCD. For resonant
crowave excitation, the transverse MCD is then

DAxy5vRabiT2DAz . ~2!

A circularly polarized light beam passing through t
sample is amplitude modulated at the microwave freque
v1 as

P5P0102~A01~DAxy/2! sin v1t !

.Pd.c.2P0102A0 ln~10!
DAxy

2
sinv1t, ~3!

where P0 and P is the light power before and after th
sample, respectively,A0 the absorption of the unpolarize
sample, andPd.c. a d.c. offset. The amplitude of the modu
lated part represents the ODEPR signal. For small mod
tions ~typically DAxy.1026 in our experiment!, it is thus
directly proportional toDAxy and therefore toDAz . The
wavelength dependence of the ODEPR signal will theref
reflect that of the longitudinal MCD.

The concept of a microwave modulated MCD is valid
long as the linewidth of the optical transition is muc
broader than the microwave frequency.15 This means that the
concept of an optical transition probability is valid on a tim
scale much shorter than the Larmor period.

At this point, we wish to point out the limitations of thi
model. The assumption that the Bloch equations are v
implies that the EPR resonance line has a Lorentzian sh
This is usually not the case for systems with inhomo
neously broadened lines, especially for powderlike samp
as investigated in our experiments. Accordingly, the pres
analysis is only semiquantitative. Furthermore, the calcu
tion does not take any saturation of the EPR transition i
account. While saturation may lead to a complete disapp

FIG. 1. ~a! MCD geometry: the light beam parallel to the static magne
field B0 measures the longitudinal magnetization.~b! Geometry for trans-
verse ODEPR. The microwave fieldB1 causes precession of the magnetiz
tion aroundB0 . A circularly polarized laser beam probes the transve
componentMxy .
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ance of the absorption, this effect is weaker for the disp
sion or may not occur at all for an inhomogeneously bro
ened line.17 The simplifications and estimates which have
be made to apply the presented theoretical approach to
real systems will also be described in the discussion of
experimental data.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND SAMPLES

For the measurement of the coherent Raman dete
EPR spectra the sample was placed in a rectangular ca
and excited by a weak microwave field with a frequency
.13.6 GHz. A variable magnetic field~0–1 T! is provided
by a superconducting split coil magnet. A laser beam para
to the microwave field detects the precessing magnetizat
the wavelength range accessible with our tuneable dye-l
~a Coherent 899 laser operating with Rhodamin 6G! is ap-
proximately 568–610 nm. The amplitude modulation of t
light is detected with a high speed photodiode~bandwidth 21
GHz!. Demodulation of this microwave signal in a quadr
ture mixer allows the simultaneous detection of absorpt
and dispersion components of the EPR signal. The polar
tions of the light is modulated between right and left circ
larly polarized by a photoelastic modulator. A more detail
discussion of this instrument is published elsewhere.13

The broadband MCD spectrum of ruby was record
using a commercial JASCO J-500 D spectrometer which e
ploys a lamp as a light source. A high-resolution scan ove
limited wavelength range was measured with a setup invo
ing a dye-laser.

The single crystal of ruby (Cr31:Al 2O3) investigated in
our experiments has a nominal concentration of 231023

Cr:Al. The light beam passed along the crystallinec-axis
with a pathlength of 2 mm.

A buffered aqueous solution of low-spin ferric hae
protein cytochromec-551 from Pseudomonas aeruginos
was mixed with a glassing agent~ethanediol 1:1 vol.! to
obtain good optical glass quality at low temperatures. T
concentration was approximately 2.9 mM. The optical pa
length was 0.5 mm for the ODEPR experiment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cytochrome c-551

The protein cytochromec-551 contains a low-spin ferric
haem with spinS51/2 ground level. Due to the larg
g-anisotropy@gz53.2, gy52.05, andgx.1 ~Ref. 18!# the
EPR spectrum of a frozen solution is strongly broadened
dispersion type ODEPR spectrum measured atl5587.5 nm
is depicted in Fig. 2~a!. The spectrum is presented in units
DAxy which can be obtained from Eq.~3!, using an accurate
calibration of the instrument.13 The line shape of the ODEPR
signal differs from that of the conventional EPR spectru
because molecules for which theg-value z-axis ~normal to
the haem plane! is oriented parallel to the magnetic field d
not contribute to the signal.19 In the following discussion
we approximate the EPR line shape by a Lorentzian. T
allows us to introduce a ‘‘resonant field’’Br , as indicated in
Fig. 2~a!.
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Although the absorption component of the EPR signa
strongly saturated at these experimental conditions, the
persion signal is unaffected. Measurements at different t
peratures show similar line shapes, while the amplitude
inversely proportional to the sample temperature. We m
therefore use the peak-to-peak amplitudes as a measu
the transverse MCDDAxy . Its dependence on the optic
wavelength is indicated by square symbols in Fig. 2~b!. The
longitudinal MCD of cytochromec-551 was first measure
by Foote et al.20 and is reproduced in Fig. 2~c!. The
magneto-optical spectrum shows broad vibronic transiti
which are a feature common to all metalloproteins. The sp
trum is given in units of the extinction coefficientDe, which
is proportional to the differential absorption via the equat
DA5Decl ~c, concentration;l, optical pathlength!. We com-
pare the wavelength dependence of the transverse MCD
that of the longitudinal MCD which is scaled by a factor
1.131024 and represented by the full line in Fig. 2~b!. The
comparison shows that the ODEPR spectra mirror the M
wavelength characteristics, which is especially emphas
by the change of sign around 572 nm.

We now estimate the ratio between MCD and transve
ODEPR signal as discussed in the Theory. The width of
optical transition is large enough to satisfy the requirem
that the linewidth of the optical excitation be much bigg
than the microwave frequency. Since the experimental c
ditions were different for the measurements of MCD a
transverse ODEPR, we first calculate the scaling factor
tween the parameters used for the MCD~magnetic fieldB
54.9 T, temperatureq54.2 K! and those for the ODEPR
measurement~magnetic fieldB85Br , temperatureq852.2
K!. According to Ref. 1, the two values are related by

FIG. 2. ~a! ODEPR spectrum of cytochromec-551, l5587.5 nm,q52.2
K, v1/2p513.66 GHz.~b! Amplitude of ODEPR spectra as a function o
wavelength~squares!; scaled longitudinal MCD~solid line!. ~c! Longitudi-
nal MCD of cytochromec-551 atB054.9 T andq54.2 K ~Ref. 20!; the
wavelength range of~b! is indicated by vertical lines.
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DAz~B,q!5DAz~B8,q8!
tanh~gmBB/2kq!

tanh~gmBB8/2kq8!
~4!

for a spinS51/2 system, whereg is theg-value of the para-
magnetic species,mB is the Bohr magneton, andk is Boltz-
mann’s constant.

Inserting DAz in Eq. ~2! yields the transverse MCD
DAxy . From the observed linewidth of the ODEPR spectru
we findT2.2.7310211 s; the Rabi-frequency was estimate
as vRabi/2p51.55 MHz. The scaling factor thus become
5.531025, which agrees with the experimentally determine
scaling factor within a factor of.2, which is rather gratify-
ing given the uncertainties in the determination of seve
experimental parameters~e.g.,T2 , vRabi.!

B. Ruby

Ruby contains Cr31 ions in an axially symmetric envi-
ronment. The 3d3 electrons of the chromium give rise to
spinS53/2 electronic ground level, resulting in four Zeema
components.21,22 At a microwave frequency of 13.66 GHz
six EPR transitions can in principle be observed. Of the
the low-field transitions are only weakly allowed in our e
perimental configuration whereB0 is perpendicular to the
c-axis.

Figure 3~a! gives an example of an ODEPR spectru
(l5591 nm, temperature 1.6 K!. The absorption componen
of the signal is completely power saturated at such low te
peratures. Also the dispersion shows saturation, resulting
strong broadening of the EPR transitions. As temperat
dependent studies showed, the spectra at temperatures h
than 70 K, where also an absorption type line shape is

FIG. 3. ~a! ODEPR spectrum of ruby,v1/2p513.66 GHz,q51.6 K. ~b!
Amplitude of ODEPR resonances as a function of wavelength atBr1

~circles! and Br2 ~squares!; scaled MCD longitudinal~dashed and solid
lines!. ~c! Longitudinal MCD of ruby recorded atB054.9 T and temperature
q51.6 K. The scan has lower resolution than the MCD curve shown in~b!;
the wavelength range of~b! is indicated with vertical lines.
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ible, show no distortion from saturation.23 However, the
studies presented in this paper have been performed at
low temperatures to obtain large signals whose wavelen
dependence can easily be investigated.

For the following discussion we consider the two EP
transitions at high field,Br1.0.47 T andBr2.0.7 T @see
Fig. 3~a!#. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the dispersion s
nal for these two transitions is plotted as a function of
optical wavelength in Fig. 3~b!. The circles relate to the tran
sition atBr1 and the squares toBr2 .

The MCD spectrum of ruby is shown in Fig. 3~c!. The
data were obtained at a temperature of 1.6 K in a magn
field B054.9 T aligned along the crystalc-axis. The optical
transition is from the4A2 ground state to the4E excited
state.24,25 Single crystal studies showed all vibronic lines
this transition to bexy-polarized.26 The wavelength range
covered by the dye laser is indicated by the dashed ver
lines. In Fig. 3~b!, the dashed and full curves represent t
MCD, which has been scaled to simplify comparison w
the ODEPR data. Comparison of the ODEPR signal am
tudes with the scaled MCD data shows that the depende
on the optical wavelength is qualitatively identical for th
two data sets. Both data sets clearly exhibit the structur
the first three vibronic lines.

The simple quantitative estimate of the signal amplitu
presented in Sec. II is not directly applicable to the spinS
53/2 system of ruby. However, a straightforward extens
to a four-level system yields again a value that is within
order of magnitude of the experimental result. Furthermo
the signal amplitudes show the same temperature de
dence as the MCD signal.

V. CONCLUSION

Optical detection of electron paramagnetic resona
with a laser beam propagating perpendicular to the st
magnetic field can be described as a coherent Raman pro
or, as we have discussed in this paper, as a transverse M
induced by the precessing magnetization component.
modulation occurs therefore at the microwave frequency
can be measured by phase-sensitive detection. The M
model of transverse ODEPR implies that the signal sho
show the same dependence on the optical wavelength a
MCD signal, with a scaling factor that can be estimated fr
the spectral parameters of the system. These conseque
were verified on two prototypical samples, an oriented sin
crystal and a frozen glass in which molecules are rando
oriented. Deviations from this behavior may be expec
when additional effects become important, such as spe
holeburning.

The results are important for planning future ODEP
measurements since the size of the ODEPR signal ca
estimated and experimental parameters, particularly the o
cal wavelength, optimized with the described approach.
pecially for deconvoluting overlapping EPR spectra fro
centers with different optical properties the choice of t
optical wavelength is essential.
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It is very attractive to apply the presented model to t
detailed analysis of ODEPR spectra from metalloproteins
frozen aqueous solution. As already described for cy
chromec-551, the ODEPR spectra show additional featu
due to orientational selectivity via the electric dipole tran
tions of the molecule. A description of the experiment usi
the well-known theories of EPR and magneto-optical sp
troscopy enables a satisfactory analysis of the experime
spectra and can thus give additional information about
correlations between magnetic and optical properties of
protein’s active site.27
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